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Overview:

Krop Digital Media Entertainment

Corporation (KDEC), a trailblazer in the

Indian digital entertainment landscape,

stands as a testament to the creative

genius of its founder, Kanishk

Mahawar. Founded on January 30,

2022, the company operates at the

convergence of music, film, and digital

content creation, offering a diverse

array of engaging entertainment

experiences to audiences worldwide.

With its headquarters situated in

Dausa, India, KDEC continues to redefine the boundaries of entertainment excellence.

YouTube Channel:

Be yourself; everyone else is

already taken.”

Oscar Wilde

At the heart of KDEC's digital presence lies its vibrant

YouTube channel, Krop Digital Media Entertain… Limited

@kropmedia. This dynamic platform hosts an eclectic mix

of videos, shorts, and podcasts curated to cater to the

diverse tastes of entertainment enthusiasts. Noteworthy

among its offerings are popular videos such as "63 Sad

Song by Kanishk" and "Episode 25" , which have captivated audiences with their compelling

content.

CEO and Founder:

Steering the helm of Krop Digital Media Entertainment is the visionary leader, Kanishk Mahawar.

Renowned for his multifaceted talents as an actor, director, and entrepreneur, Kanishk

embodies the spirit of innovation and creativity that defines KDEC's ethos. With notable
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contributions to acclaimed films like

Adipurush (2023) and 3G: A Killer,

Kanishk Mahawar continues to leave

an indelible mark on the entertainment

industry.

Podcast Series and Other Endeavors:

Beyond his role as CEO, Kanishk

Mahawar extends his influence

through various podcast series and

creative ventures. In the podcast Listen

the songs with Me (K.Mahawar), he

shares his passion for music, inviting

listeners on a journey through

melodies and soulful compositions,

exclusively available on JioSaavn1.

Additionally, his podcast A Journey into

Cinema offers insights into his

cinematic odyssey, from acclaimed

projects like Jawan (2023) to highly

anticipated releases like KGF: Chapter 3

(2025).

Kanishk's musical talents shine through

in his acclaimed song "Little Touch

Better Monty Song," showcasing his

prowess as a vocalist2. As an astute

entrepreneur, he has steered KDEC

towards unprecedented success,

earning accolades for his visionary

leadership and innovative strategies2.

Further enriching his expertise,

Kanishk hones his skills at SMCS

Podcast Services, a testament to his

commitment to continuous learning and growth.

With each endeavor, Kanishk Mahawar and Krop Digital Media Entertainment Corporation

reaffirm their commitment to pushing the boundaries of creativity and delivering unparalleled

entertainment experiences to audiences worldwide.
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